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INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Niswanders' paper attempts to measure the trade-off be-en greater 

underwriting profits (a less competitive position) and surplus growth and 

thereby address the question as to &ether a company's profit goals and 

canpetitive goals are consistent. 

The question is an krportsnt me to understand and, if possible, to 

amwar. Unfortunately, the model as developed does not answar the question 

due to design flaws. 

'Ihis review will discuss where the design is flawed, both as to model 

structure and basic assumptions, as well as disclLssing the restraints in 

applying any financial model. 

WE m)DEL’S STRUCIZlRE 

0.x investigation of the node1 kgan by running it for varying input 

assumptions and analyzing the reasonableness of the results. (Most of this 

stage of the review ms performed by Lawrence Killiam of the Aetna). lhe 

obtained lorg term results *are generally unrealistic and internally 

inconsistent. 'Ihis was true even of t2r. Kswandei-'s illustration in Section 

4, here in or&r to increase the long term .surplls ratio short ten? decl.lnes 

in the ratio and successive rate changes of +23.22, -1.3%, +22.1%, -0.4%, etc. 

were necessary. 

The cause of these inconsistencies was the nodel's concentration on 

calendar year results. They weld not ham appeared if the mxlel built 

Calendar Year results from the underlying Accident or Policy Year components 

and concentrated in mocleliqg these cmonents. Dm consequences Wa!-mssses) 

of the current node1 structure follow. 
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A. ELarnedPremium 

he presented nude1 attwts to hold calendar year underwriting gain 

(as a percentage of earned premium) constant under constant growth and 

inflation assumptions. As losses and nest expenses are assumed to grew by 

a constant rate and underwriting gain as a percent is constant, earned 

premix is carstrained to grow at a near constant rate. 

Unfortunately, the sodel's starting written premium assmcptions are 

inconsistent with the constant earned premium growth constraint. For 

example, if 1982 written preniun in the author's exmnple grxw only by the 

growth/inflation rate, then the 1983 underwriting gain weld be -.R%. To 

achieve the targeted gain of +4% written premiun must be increased by 

29.4%, almost twice the growth/inflatim rate. Therefore, to achieve a 4% 

underwriting gain on 1983 Earned Premium, the node1 requires an excessive 

rate in 1983 to offset the inadequate rate in 1982. 

The opposite situation happens the following year. :983 Written 

Premium would produce excessive gains in 1984, so 1984 rates nust actually 

drop to produce the desired underwriting return. This flip-flq of rates 

is characteristic of the model in alripst all. cases, because of the 

inconsistent 1983 starting assqtions. The only place here this 

wouldn't occur is Acre the target underwriting profit equals the pr0fj.t 

inherent in the starting 1982 written premium. This flip-f@ in written 

premiws causes the observed flip-flop in surplus ratios. 

Therefore, the model's attempt to target calendar year underwriting 

profit forces a continual flip-flop in rates. As rate stability is of 

rsxh greater practical significance to regulators and insureda than 

constant underwriting profit, restructuring the model. to produce stahle 

rate changea and a surplus goal might be an improvesent. 
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B. Incurred Losses 

Tha author assumed that calendar year paid losses and loss reserves 

would always grow at a constant rate. ‘Ihis implies that the underlying 

accident year payment pattern will be the same for all years. The node1 

is dependant (TI this assumption and fails hhen the payment pattern 

changes, either for internal (e.g. tusiness mix changes) or external (e.g. 

switch fron contributory to canparative negligence) reasons. Any change 

in the payment pattern changes the relative level of loss reserves and 

therefore the mrount of investnent inccxe each year. 

MDDEL ASSUME’lIONS 

0x of the basic assumptions of the node1 is that calendar year 

underxritig gain is a measure of canpetitiveness. This is incorrect. If any 

underwriting g&n can be considered a masure of competitiveness it is the 

gain inherent in the rates ’ profit load, not in calendar year results. 

Mr. Niswanders’ model, as shown above, produces wildly varying rates with 

wildly varying profit loads to produce a consistent calendar year underwriting 

gain. lhe market will not look at the consistent calendar year underwriting 

gain to see iE his rates are canpetitive, they will lock at the rates or at 

the profit load in the rates. Instead of seeing a stable level of 

competitiveness, the market will sea alternating overly competitive and under 

canpetitive rates. 

comrrs 

In addition to the problems inherent in the node1 logic, saw of the 

implicit ssslmptions made in the analysis need to be further explored. 

Specifically, &ile there is a trade-off to be mede between being 

“competitive” and striving to reach a different surplus position, the trade 

off is not as apparent as the node1 implies. In fact, no financial nadel can 
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provide snswars to the trade off since the Fodel will only project long ten5 

financial results. ‘Ihe input assumptions regarding volume and prices 

incorporate the trade off. 

Given that the nerket for insurance is a competitive rnsrket, a suppl.ier of 

insurance cannot unilaterally decide to beccne sore or less competitive via 

price without taking account of the mrket participsnts’ reaction to a change. 

Eiy fccuairy only on the required year to year underwriting margIn needed 

to achieve a different surplus position, the @act of the price changes or 

volume changes needed to accanplish the goal is minimized. ‘the result is that 

the model leads to fluctuating prices or volume shifts which are not 

sustainable in the market place. 

In deriving results fran any rrodel it is better to select assumptions 

hich are consistent with each other and with the canpany’s marketing and 

pricing plans. ‘Co the extent that current results - e.g. portfolio yield 

rates - are not at the longer term expected level, then a set of asslrmptions 

&ich allow for year by par variation is appropriate. Results derived frar, 

internally inconsistent assqtions are difficult to interpret and largely 

rssaningless. 

It should also be recognized that lmder cclmpetitive narket conditions the 

price for the product is given. The issue heccn~s how such insurance will lx 

offered at the given price. If less insurance is offered due to tightened 

underwriting criteri.a, then a higher underwriting profit can te expected. The 

combination of higher underwriting wrgins and lower volw~ will lead to a 

strengthened surplus position. Wether the trade-off is justified is beyond 

the ability of the node]. to predict. Kowver, the nude1 can lead to a better 

understanding of the long term implications for the canpany’s surplus 

position. 
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Et. Niswander’s question is appropriately addressed via a financial 

mxlel . The need for reconcilig the goal of being cqetitive with the goal 

of mintaining or enhancing me’s surplus position exists. A financial model 

can provide valuable insight into the long term implications of given 

marketing/pricing strategies. Such a financial rrodel, however, needs to be 

constructed from the ground up - i.e. must take account of the characteristics 

of each accident (or policy year) in deriving calendar year results. When 

using any financial model, it is necessary to rcmmher that the rmdels cannot 

evaluate the trade-off of volum versus profits, only the results of the 

trade-off m the expected future surplus position. 
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